
OP·AMP
OSCILLATOR

Op-amp oscillators give good vibrations.

FIG.1-STABLE SINE-WAVE OSCILLATION requires a zero phase shift between the input
and output, and an overall gain of 1.

OSCILLATOR
OUTPUT

CONDITIONS FOR OSCILLATION:
X' + y"= O°

CONDITIONS FOR SINE-WAVE GENERATION :
A, x A2 = 1

Thermistor stabilization
Figure 3 shows a I-kHz fixed-fre

quency oscillator. The output ampli
tude is stabi lized by a Negative
Temperat ure Coefficient (NTC) ther
mistor RT which, together with R3 ~

forms a ga in-de termining feedback ~

network. The thermistor is heated by ~

the mean power output of the op-amp. ~
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FIG. 3-THERMISTOR·STABILIZED 1·kHz
Wein-bridge oscillator.

cause the voltage gain to vary. The
feedback network can be modified to
give automatic gain adjustment (to in
crease amplifier stability) by replac
ing the passive R3-R4 gain-determin
ing network with a gain-stabilizing
circuit. Figures 3 through 7 show
practica l versions of Wien-bridge os
cillators having automat ic amplitude
stabilization.

- V
R2

---.-- - --,

FREQUENCY-SELECTIVE
,.- NETWORK WITH GAIN=A2• I-

AND PHASE SHIFT = y"AT fo.

AMPLIFIER WITH GAIN =A1
AND PHASE SHIFT =X' AT fo.

~t7 -GAIN-
CONTROL
NETWORK

The Wien network is connected be
tween the op-amp's output and the
non-inverting input , so that the circuit
gives zero overall phase shift at fa,
where the voltage gain is 0.33; there
fore, the op-arnp must be given a volt
age gain of 3 via feedback network
R3-R4, which gives an overall gain of
unity. That satisfies the basic require
ments for sine-wave osci llation. In
practice, however, the ratio of R3 to
R4 must be carefu lly adjusted to give
the overall voltage gain of precisely
unity, which is necessary for a low
distortion sine wave.

Op -arnps are se nsitive to tem
pera ture variations, supply-voltage
fluctuations, and other conditions that
cause the op-amp's output voltage to
vary . Those voltage flu ctuation s
across components R3-R4 will also

1
-=- Cl = C2 =C fo=2:tCR

Rl = R2 = R R4 = R3
2

FIG. 2-BASIC WEIN-BRIDGE sine·wave
oscillator.

Sine-wave oscillator
In Fig. I , an op-arnp can be made to

oscillate by feeding a portion of the
output back to the input via a frequen
cy-selective network , and controlling
the overall voltage gain.

For optimum sine-wave genera
tion , the frequency-selecti ve network
must feed back an overall phase shift
of zero degrees, while the gain net
work provides unity amplificatio n at
the desired oscillation frequency. The
frequency network often has a nega
tive gain, which must be compen
sated for by additional amplification
in the gain network, so that the total
gain is unity. If the overall gain is less
than unity, the circuit will not oscil
late; if the overall gain is greater than
unity, the output waveform will be
distorted .

As Fig. 2 shows, a Wien-bridge
network is a practical way of imple
menting a sine-wave oscillator. The
frequ ency-selecti ve Wie n-bridge is
constructed from the RI-Cl and. R2
C2 networks . No rmally, the Wien
brid ge is sy m metrica l, so tha t
Cl=C2= C and Rl=R2 =R. When
that condition is met , the phase rela
tionship between the output and input
signals varies from - 90° to +90°,
and is precisely 0° at a center frequen
cy,Jo, which can be calculated using
this formul a:

fo = 1/(2nCR)

RAY MARSTON

OP-AMpS CAN BE USED TO GENERATE SINE

wave , triangul ar-wave , and square
wave signals. We' ll start by discuss-

- - ing-the-theory, behind designing op
amp oscillators . Then we' ll exami ne
methods to stabilize oscillator circuits
using thermistors, diodes , and small
incandesce nt lamps. Finally, our 'dis
cussion will round off with desig ning
bi-stable op-amp switching circuits .
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FIG. 9-DIODE-REGULATED1-kHz twin-T
oscillator.

FIG. 8-1-kHz TWIN-T oscillator.

peak-to-peak output of each circuit is
roughly double the breakdown volt
age of its diode regulator element.

In Fig. 5, the diodes start to con
duct at 500 mV, so the circuit gives an
output of about l-volt peak-to-peak.
InFig . 6, the Zener diodes Dl and D2
are connected back-to-back, and may
have values as high as 5 to 6 volts,
giving a pop (peak-to-peak)output of
about 12 volts . Each circuit is set up
by adjusting R3 for the maximum val
ue (minimum distortion) at which os
cillation can be maintained across the
frequency band .

The frequency range of Wein
bridge oscillators can be altered by
changing the Cl and C2 values ; in-

Diode stabilization
The jitter problem of variable-fre

quency circuits can be minimized by
using the circuits of Figs . 5 or 6,
which rely on the onset of diode or
Zener conduction for automatic gain
control. In essence, R3 is for a circuit
gain slightly greater than unity when
the output is close to zero, causing the
circuit to oscillate; as each half-cycle
nears the desired peak value, one of
the diodes starts to conduct , which
reduces the circuit gain , automat
ically stabilizing the peak amplitude
of the output signal. That "limiting"
technique typically results in the gen
eration of 1% to 2% distortion on the
sine-wave output. The maximum

oscillator over the range 150 Hz to 1.5
kHz . The sine -wave output amplitude
can be made variable using R5 .

A slightly annoying feature of ther
mistor-stabilized circuits is that, in
variable-frequency applications, the
output amplitude of the sine wave
tends to "jitter" or "bounce" as the
frequency control potentiometer is
swept up and down its range.

the gain of the circuit, which sta
bilizes the amplitude of the output
signal .

An alternative method of ther
mistor stabilization is shown in Fig.
4.In that case, a low-current lamp is
used as a Positive Temperature Co
efficient (PTC) thermistor, and is
placed in the lower part of the gain
determining feedback network. If the
output amplitude increases, the lamp
heats up thereby increasing its resis 
tance, reducing the feedback gain,
and providing automatic amplitude
stabilization . That circuit also shows
how the Wien network can be modi
fied by using a twin-ganged potenti
ometer to make a variable-frequency

FIG. 7-THREE DECADE 15 Hz-15 kHz Wien-bridge oscillator.
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The desired feedbac k therm istor re
sistance value is triple that of R3 , so
the feed-back gain is x 3. When the
feedback gain is multiplied by the fre
quency network 's gai n of 0.33, the
overall ga in becomes unity. If the os
cillator output ampli tu de starts to
rise, RT hea ts up and reduces its resis
tanc e , thereby auto matically reducing

FIG. 6-ZENER-REGULATED Wien-bridge
oscillator.

FIG. 5-DIODE-REGULATED Wien-bridge
oscillator.

FIG. 4-LAMP-STABILIZED Wien-bridge
oscillator.
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RI-R2-R3-R4 and CI -C 2-C 3 . In a
" balanced " circuit, those compo
nent s ar e in th e ratio s
RI =R 2= 2 (R 3+R4 ) , a n d
CI = C2 = C3/2. When the network is
perfectly balanced, it acts as a notch
filter that gives zero output at a ce nter
frequ ency (fa ), a finite output at all
other frequ encies , and the phase of
the output is 1800 inverted . When the
network is slightly unbalanced by ad-

operation due to the difficulties of
varying three or four network compo
nent s simultaneously.

Square-wave generator
An op-arnp can be used to generate

square-waves by using the relaxation
oscillator configuration of Fig. 10.
The circuit uses dual power supplies ,
and the op-amp output switches alter
nately between positive and negative
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FIG. 15-VARIABLE FREQUENCY narrow- cD
pulse generator. ~

FIG. 14-SQUARE·WAVE GENERATOR
with variable duty-cycle, and frequency.
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justing R4 , the network will give a
minimal output atfo.

By critically adjusting R4 to
slightly unbalance the network , the
twin-T gives a 1800 inverted phase
shift with a sma ll-signal fa . Because
the inverting op-amp also cau ses a
1800 input-to-output phase shift, there
is zero overa ll phase inversion as seen
at the inverting op-amp input, and the
circuit oscillates at a center frequency
of I kHz. In practice, R4 is adju sted
so that oscillation is barely sustained ,
and under that condition the sine wave
has less than I% distort ion.

Figure 9 shows an alterna tive meth
od of amplitude control, which results
in slightly less distortion . Here . D1
provides a feedback signal via poten 
tiom eter R5. That diode reduces the
circuit ga in when its forward voltage
exceed s 500 mV.To set up the circ uit,
first set R5 for maximum resistance to
ground, then adjust R4 so that oscilla
tion is just sus tained . Under those
cond itions , the output signal has an
amplitude of about 500 mV POp. Fur
ther R5 adju stment enables the output
sign al to be varied between 170 mV
and 30G- mV RMS .

Note that twin-T ci rcuits make
good fixed-frequency oscill ators, but
are not suit able for variable-frequency

FIG. 13-FOUR DECADE 2 Hz-20 kHz SQUARE-WAVE generator.

Rl
1MEG

R8
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FIG.12-IMPROVED 500 Hz-5 kHz square
wave oscillator.

FIG.11-500 Hz-5 kHz SQUARE-WAVEos
cillator.

creasing CI and C2 by a decade re
duce s the output freq uency by a
decade . Figure 7 shows the ci rcuit of a
variable- freque ncy Wien oscill ato r
that covers the range 15 Hz to 15 kHz
in three switched-decade ranges. The
circuit uses Zen er-diode amplitude
regulation, and its output is adjustable
by both switched and fully-variable
attenuators . Not ice that the maximum
useful ope rating frequen cy is re
stricted by the slew-rate limitations of
the op-amp. The limit is about 25 kHz
usin g a LM741 op-amp, or about 70
kHz using a CA3140 .

Twin-T oscillators
Another way of desi gn ing a sine

wave oscillator is to wire a twin -T
network between the output and input
of an inverting op -amp, as shown in
Fig. 8. The twin-T net work comprises

FIG. 10-RELAXATION SQUARE-WAVE
oscillator.
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SQUARE WAVE
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o

Triangle/square generation
Figure 19 shows a function gener

ator that simultaneously produces a

R2. Notice that any variation of R2
has negligible effect on the operating
frequency of the circuit.

In Fig. IS, the duty cycle is deter
mined by CI-Dl-RI (mark) , and by
CI -02-R2 (space). The pul se fre
quency is variable between 300 Hz to
3 kHz via R4.

SQUARE WAVE
OUTPUT

!CI

D ......-~-----Q

TRIANGLE WAVE
OUTPUT

RI

R2
20K

R2
lK

RI
10K

FREQUENCY~---'lf'fr......w-........."
TRIMMER

FIG. 19--BASIC FUNCTION GENERATOR
for both triangular, and square waves.

Resistance activation
Notice from the description of the

oscillator in Fig. 10 that the output
changes state at each half cycle when
the Cl voltage reaches the threshold
value set by the R2-R3 voltage divid
er. Obviously, if Cl is unable to attain
that value, the circuit will not oscil
late. Figure 16 shows a resistance acti
vated oscillator that will oscillate only

Variable duty-cycle when R4, which is in parallel with
InFig. O;-Cl-altematelycharge-s- Cl-;-Iias a value greater tlian Rl :-The

and discharges via Rl , and the circuit ratio of R2:R3 must be 1:1. The fact
generates a symmetrical square-wave that R4 is a potentiometer is only for
output. That circuit can be modified illustration. Most resistance-activated
to give a variable duty-cycle output by oscillators use either thermistors or
providing Cl with alternate charge LOR's, which simulate the potenti-
and discharge paths. ometer action.

In Fig. 14 , the duty cycle of the Figure 17 is a precision " light-acti-
output waveform is fully variable vated" oscillator (or alarm) , and uses
from 11:1 to 1:11 via R2, and the fre- a LOR as the resistance activating ele-
quency is variable from 650 Hz to 6.5 ment. The circuit can be converted to
kHz via R4. The circuit action is such a " dark-activated " oscillator by
that Cl alternately charges through transposing the position of LOR and
Rl-Dl and the bottom of R2, and dis- R1. Figure 18 uses a NTC thermistor,
charges through RI-D 2 and the top of RT , as the resistance-activating ele

ment , and is a precision over-tem
perature oscillator/alarm. The circuit
can be converted to an und er-tem
perature oscillator by transposing RT
and Rl.

The LOR or RT can have any resis
tance in the range from 2000 ohms to
2 megohms at the required trigger
level, and RI must have the same val
ue as the activating element at the
desired trigger level. Rl sets the trig
ger level; the CI value can be altered
to change the oscillation frequency.

FIG. 2(}-100 Hz-1 kHz FUNCTION GENERATOR for both tr iangular, and square waves.

Figure II shows how to design a
practical 500 Hz to 5-kHz square
wave generator, with frequency varia
tions obtained by altering the attenua
tion rat io of R2-R3-R4. Figure 12
shows how to improve Fig . II by using
R2 to preset the range of frequency
control R4, and by using R6 as an
output amplitude control.

Figure 13 shows how to design a
genera l purpose square-wave gener
ator that covers the 2 Hz to 20-kHz
range in fou r sw itched -decade
ranges. Potentiometers Rl to R4 are
used to vary the frequency within each
range: 2 Hz-20 Hz, 20 Hz-200 Hz,
200 Hz-2 kHz, and 2 kHz-20 kHz,
respectively.

R3
10K

R2
10K

FIG. 16-RESISTANCE-ACTIVATED relax
ation oscillator.

saturation levels. When the output is
high , CI charges via Rl until the
stored voltage becomes more positive
than the value set by R2-R3 at the
non-in verting input. The output then
regeneratively switc hes negative ,
which causes Cl to start discharging
via Rl until Cl voltage falls to the
negative value set by R2-R3. The out
put then regeneratively switches
positive again, and the whole se
quence repeats ad infinitum.

A symmetrical square wave is de-
veloped at the output , and a non-lin

~ ear triangular waveform is developed
z across Cl; those waveforms swing
~ symmetrically on both sides of
b ground . Notice that the operating fre
UJuJ quency can be varied by altering ei-
a ther the Rl or Cl values , or by altering
o the R2-R3 ratios, which makes that
<a: circuit quite versatile .
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FIG. 17-PRECISION LIGHT-ACTIVATED
oscillator/alarm.

FIG. 18-PRECISION over-temperature
osciltator/alarm
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scale frequency to be set to precisely 1
kHz. The amplitude of the triangular
waveform is fully variable via R5, and
the square wave via R8. The output
ge ne rates sy mme tric wave fo rms,
since CI alternately charges and dis
charges at equal current values deter
mined by R3-R4 .

Figure 21shows how to modify Fig.
20 to make a variable sy mmetry
rampirectangul ar generator, where
the slope of the ramp and duty cycle is
varia ble via R4 . CI alte rnate ly
charges through R3-Dl and the upper
half of R4 , and discharges through
R3-D2 and the lower half of R4.

SQUARE WAVE
OUTPUT

L.-_---l - V= SAT

R7
10K

R6
8.2K

TRIANGLE WAVE - 9V
OUTPUT

the zero-volt reference value, which
initiates another switching action.

The peak-to-peak amplitude of the
linear triangul ar-waveform is con
trolled by the R2-R3 ratio. The fre
quency can be altered by changing
either the ratios of R2-R3, the values
of Rl or CI , or by feeding Rl from the
output ofIC2 through a voltage divid
er rather than direct ly from op-amp
IC2 output.

In Fig. 20, the current input to CI
(obtained from R3-R4) can be varied
over a 10:I range via RI , enabling the
frequency to be varied from 100 Hz to
1 kHz; resistor R3 enables the full-

Yet, in order to maintain a constant
current through a capacitor, the volt
age across that capacitor must change
linearly at a constant rate. A linear
voltage ramp therefore appears across
CI, causing the output of ICI to start Switching circuits
to swing down linearly at a rate of 11 Figure 22 shows the connections
CI volts per second . That output is fed for making a manually triggered bi-
via-the-R2=R3-divider -to-the-non-in-- -stable'circuit:- Notice that-the-invert-
verting input of IC2. ing terminal of the op-amp is tied to

Co nsequently, the output of ICI ground via RI, and the non-inverting
swings linearly to a negative value terminal is tied directly to the output.
until the R2-R3 junction voltage falls Switches S I and S2 are normally
to zero volts (ground), at which point open . If switch SI is briefly closed ,
IC2 enters a regenerative switching the op-amp inverting terminal is mo-
phase where its output abruptly goes mentarily pulled high, and the output
to the negative saturation level. That is driven to negative saturation; con-
reverses the inputs of ICI and IC2, so sequently, when SI is released again,
ICI output starts to rise linearly until the inverting terminal returns to zero
it reaches a positive value that causes volts, but the output and the non-in-
the R2-R3 junction voltage to reach verting terminal remains in negative

saturation. The output remains in that
state until S2 is briefly closed; that
switches th e output to a sta ble
positive saturation state until SI is
closed again.

Figure 23 shows how Fig. 22 can be
modified for operation from a single
ended power supply.

Finally, Fig. 24 shows how to con
nect an op-amp as a Schmitt trigger,
which can be used to convert a sine
wave into a square wave. Suppose,

-initially, that the op-amp's output is at
a positive saturation value of 8 volts.
Under that condition the RI-R2 divid-
er feeds a- positive reference voltage
about 80 mV to the non-in verting in
put. Consequently, the output re
mains in that state until the input
voltage rises to a value equal to 80
mV. The op-amp's output will then
switch regeneratively to a negative
saturation level of - 8 volts, thereby
feeding a reference voltage of - 80
mV's to the non-inverting input. The
output remains in that state until the
input falls to - 80 mY; at that point ,
the output regeneratively switches
back to the positive saturation level.
The switching levels can be altered by ~
changing the RI value . R-E CD
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FIG. 24-SCHMITT TRIGGER prevents output oscillations caused by triggering
off a slow sine-wave .

FIG. 22-BI-STABLE with simple manual
tr iggering.

linear triangular wave and a square
wave using two op-amps. Integrator
ICI is driven from the output of IC2 ,
where IC2 is wired as a voltage com
parator that 's driven from the output
ofICI via voltage divider R2-R3. The
square-wave output of IC2 switches
a lte rnate ly be tween posit ive and
negative saturation levels.

Suppose, initially, that the output
of ICI is positive , and that the output
of IC2 has just switched to positive
saturation. 1)1e inverting input of ICI
is at virtual ground, so a current IR 1
equals +VSAT/Rl. Because RI and
CI are in series, IR 1 and ICl are equal.

FIG. 23-SINGLE SUPPLY BI-STABLE.

FIG.21-100 Hz-1 kHz FUNCTIONGENERATOR with variable slope and duty cycle.
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